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KUCHING: To create a memorable experience with the final year students, our
Early Childhood Education program organized a Dinner and Award Night 2023 at
one of the leading hotels here on September.

The event was jointly organized by our Final Year student and supervise by the
Head of Early Childhood Education program. This annual dinner has always been
a yearly event, participated in by ECE Lecturers, senior and junior ECE students.
This year theme is ‘Cultural Modern Night’.

ECE  Dinner  &  Awards  Night  aims  to  acknowledge  and celebrate  outstanding
academic and personal achievements of students in ECE program as well as to
inspire  and  motivate  students  to  excel  academically  and  in  their  personal
development by showcasing the achievement of their peers.

The Dinner and Awards Night was more extraordinary and meaningful than usual
as it featured continuous dining, lucky draws, cultural dances, and shared happy
moments. 

During the event, Vice Principal took the opportunity to convey his appreciation
to all the ECE lecturers and students for their hardworking efforts. He mentioned
that junior and senior batches must mingle and get acquainted with each other. 

He also emphasized that the final examination results must always be within the
target range to achieve the college grade. 

"Good results demonstrate the students' effort and motivation to achieve them,
and  employers  will  be  convinced  that  they  will  put  the  same  energy  and
motivation into working for that company,” he said.

Meanwhile, Head of Program ECE in her opening address, congratulated all the
ECE students for their efforts and good cooperation in the smooth running of the
event. 

She noted that  organizing of  such events has progressed from year  to  year,
despite the fact  that  every year  the final-year  student takes over  to  run the
show. 



Thus, she added that ECE Dinner & Awards Night is another of ECE Signature
event and without fail every time lecturer and students are looking forward to
attend  this  annual  event,  strengthening  their  networking,  taking  photos  with
lectures,  students  and  enjoying  good  food  plus  its  luxurious  evening
environment, as another of their wonderful memorable experience.
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